O n his first sally, Don Quijote encounters a pragmatic innkeeper who, before dubbing him a knight, asks him whether he is carrying any money: Don Quijote answered that he didn't have a cent, since in none of the chivalric tales he'd read was there any mention of knights errant carrying money. The innkeeper told him that on this matter he was quite mistaken, because although it was true that the stories omitted such details-for it seemed to their authors unnecessary to write about plain and essential subjects like money and clean shirts-this was no reason to think knights errant didn't need money. In fact, it seemed to him absolutely definite and well-established that every single knight errant, in all the thoroughly attested books which were so full of knights, carried with him an overflowing purse, to take care of any emergency, just as each of them carried shirts and a little pouch full of ointments, so they could treat whatever wounds they received. 1
As the essays in this collection demonstrate, genre is an essential category for understanding the imbrications of texts and history. The mere conjunction of terms in our title barely does justice to the problem, given that, as Ralph Cohen has pithily pointed out, "history is a genre and genre has a history." 2 Despite the powerful poststructuralist critiques of genre theory as an internally contradictory or static framework, the category has hardly been exhausted. Fredric Jameson has effectively alerted us to the contractual nature of genres, as the "literary institutions . . . whose function is to specify the proper use of a particular cultural artifact," and called for a "historically reflexive" use of the category. 3 More recently, scholars such as Cohen, Nigel Smith, and Roger Chartier have stressed how genre mediates both representation and reception. 4 The version of genre that emerges from their work is no closed or limiting horizon but a template for writers and readers that changes dynamically within history. The possibilities are especially rich for the early modern period, the focus of this collection, for its incredible inventiveness with regard to genre and also its keen awareness of genre as a category through which the classical world was received and reformulated. The essays collected here consider both sides of the problem: the genres inherited and the resulting negotiation of their previous meanings, as well as the newly forged genres that often combined predecessors in surprising ways.
The renewed interest in formalism within literary studies provides a valuable opportunity for reconsidering genre as a historically situated and motivated construction. This delicate balance, as captured in the essays that follow, locates genre back in history, as an ideological and political formation that is both fixed and flexible, predictable yet powerfully mobile. The focus on genre, in literature as in history, counteracts the New Historicist "commitment to particularity" that emphasizes the unique and anecdotal "luminous detail" over iterated and codified cul- tural forms-an emphasis that has given an anecdotal flavor to some of the literary studies in that vein. 5 Privileging the generic framework, David Quint's essay on tragedy stresses both the distinctiveness of literature as a cultural domain and its productive relationship to the "contextual archive." Ranging widely across French, English, and Spanish corpora, Quint explores seventeenth-century tragedy as a dramatization of the end of a commanding nobility in the face of newly powerful monarchs. History makes its appearance not just as context, however, but as time, for the anachronism of its protagonists, as Quint reads them, is part of what gives the genre its peculiar poignancy.
The discipline of history, for its part, has for some time now recognized the importance of narrative form in the construction of the past. Earlier contributions, such as Hayden White's Metahistory (1973) or Natalie Zemon Davis's Fiction in the Archives (1987), opened up a rich conversation about form that cut across disciplinary boundaries. Yet these critics seemed less interested in genre per se. White focuses either on the tropes of narrative or on Northrop Frye's archetypal modes of storytelling without attending to historically specific genres. Davis is clearly working on a particular genre within the archive: the lettres de remission through which ordinary criminals appealed for the king's pardon. But, perhaps for good rhetorical reasons, she presents her argument about how events are shaped into stories as a much more general investigation: "I am after evidence of how sixteenth-century people told stories (albeit in the special case of the pardon tale), what they thought a good story was, how they accounted for motive, and how through narrative they made sense of the unexpected and built coherence into immediate experience." 6 The crux lies in that albeit. Is Davis's move from one kind of text to a more general discussion of narrative warranted? How well does the term genre describe a series of texts produced piecemeal by often illiterate subjects, even if they were then recorded by a royal notary and his clerks? Having established the presence of fiction in the archives, that is, how do we conceive of its genres? The question of genre in the archives seems to me crucial, yet even scholars who are finely attuned to the rhetorical dimension of historical narrative often sidestep genre, focusing instead on broader concepts such as discourse or the imagination in order to bridge disciplinary boundaries. 7 Kevin Sharpe and Steven N. Zwicker, for example, privilege discourse as the register shared by the multiple texts in a culture. With respect to seventeenth-century England, they have rightly noted, critics tend to carve up a continuous discursive landscape: "We sharply distinguish histories from epics, sermons from pamphlets, creative from critical writing, the imaginative from the documentary. In doing so we fragment what was a common culture partaking of shared languages" (2). In this view, genre, however culturally significant, pertains primarily to literature: "The history both of the creation of genres and of the awareness and manipulation of genres is a literary subject, but its exposition is part of social and cultural history" (11). A broader understanding of the connection between genre and history might underscore instead the genre of nonliterary texts (as in Davis's pardon tales) and the political effectivity of genre-how it not only reflects but creates its ideological context. Smith, for example, has claimed for genre the capacity to give "shape and intelligibility" to the consuming preoccupations of an age, defining "the parameters of public debate, the nature of change, and the means for comprehending that change" (4). Or, as Timothy Hampton has observed elsewhere, "it is through the notion of genre that one may grasp the collective dimension of literary form, the power of form to shape collectivity by molding the experience of time and space. Genres are the bearers of collective values and fantasies." 8 In this collection, David Harris Sacks's analysis of the often contradictory genres of Richard Hakluyt's Principal Navigations demonstrates how thoroughly marked his project is by the ideological parameters of the ecclesiastical history, a historical genre often elided in accounts of Hakluyt's famous "prose epic." In the process, Sacks reminds us that just as there are many genres, there are many histories. Marina Brownlee reminds us of specific genres' ability not only to reflect the preoccupations of an age but to appropriate history and challenge its certainties. Thus the Moorish novella El Abencerraje, which Brownlee contrasts with the Mancebo de Arévalo's chronicle, Kaída del-Andaluzziyya, interrogates through its very indeterminacy the relations between Moors and Christians after the fall of Granada. Hampton's essay on "the diplomatic moment" examines how different genres attempt to frame the uncertainty of the diplomatic encounter, while suggesting that in the sixteenth century the emerging language of diplomacy provides an occasion for both public and private texts to reflect on the possibility of representation.
The question of public versus private negotiations with genre is an intriguing one. Most accounts of the relationship between genre and history stress the public nature of genres: their recognizable parameters, their role in the cultural, collective conversation. Yet genres also relate to individual experience. We might then ask to what extent historical agents think through their life stories by appealing, however unwittingly, to a literary genre: the chivalric exploits of Amadís, the romance return of Odysseus, the picaresque adventures of Lazarillo. Again, Don Quijote offers a paradigmatic moment, when the galley slave Ginés de Pasamonte, describing the story he has written about his life, imagines it in competition with the Lazarillo and other picaresquesgenre-bound, literary models for his "true" story: "It's that good?" asked Don Quijote. "It's so good," replied Ginés, "that it's going to be too bad for books like Lazarillo de Tormes and all those they've scribbled, or they're still scribbling. All I'll say is that my book has the facts, and they're such fine and fantastic facts that lies just can't compete." (Cervantes, 124) But of course Ginés de Pasamonte is a literary character in that hyperself-conscious treasure chest of genre that is Don Quijote. A broader question might concern how genres make their appearance in historical narratives. Once we become attuned to the presence of genre where we least expect it, that is, we might enlist it as a (perhaps perverse) tool for reading, noting either a text's unexpected alignments with generic paradigms or the inadvertent affiliations that might betray its ostensible intentions. 9 By contrast, we might consider how "light" or "playful" literary genres that are often read ahistorically may be particularly well suited for voicing an ideological critique, thus reinscribing themselves in a historical situation. As Heather James cogently points out in her essay on the erotic elegy, explicit references to history are not necessary for making a political point; instead, form may inscribe political commitments. In the case of Ovid, James argues, the careful avoidance of topical allusion and the boldness of the poet's studiedly personal voice may in themselves speak against an oppressive cultural regime.
As the variety of approaches in these essays suggests, a productive reading of genre and history in the early modern period not only recovers the many strategic, instrumental connections between the two but also applies a historically informed notion of genre as a flexible hermeneutic template, whether intra-or interdisciplinary, with which to approach a wide array of literary and historical texts.
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